
Our company is looking to fill the role of customer insights manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for customer insights manager

Extract information from qualitative and quantitative data and turn it into
compelling insights and stories that help our stakeholders become more
successful
Develop tools and processes for sharing intel quickly and broadly, ,
newsletters and dashboards
Engage in regular dialogue with members of the sales team in order to
ensure that their feedback and needs are incorporated into customer insights
initiatives
Work with cross-functional partners to communicate the findings of customer
research projects and identify implications for functional and divisional
strategy
Develop research on individual markets (e.g., biotech, pharma,
wineries/breweries), with focus on high margin business development
opportunities
You own the local marketing intelligence agenda and work closely with the
German management team and the global business intelligence team
Have primary responsibility for all aspects of market research and analytics
supporting the ICE team and ‘above the brand’ strategy development
Connect to global ICE team regularly to drive collaboration
Uncover/identify new and innovative techniques, methodologies, and
suppliers that bring leading edge innovation to BI market research and the

Example of Customer Insights Manager Job
Description
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Possibility to coordinate and manage daily activities and deliverables of
junior/technical staff

Qualifications for customer insights manager

Relevant degree or CIM Marketing and/or MRS research qualification
Support additional Corporate Strategy initiatives that drive overall BSC
strategy
Strong relationship development/collaboration with a broad set of
stakeholders, including marketing, sales, health economics & reimbursement,
regions, finance
Readiness to take on responsibility
Strong ability to cooperate with and integrate into teams (team player, good
networking)
Transparent and easy to follow working style (objectives, miles stones, results)


